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The Zscaler Experience

Zscaler: A Leader in the 2023 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for Security Service Edge (SSE)
Get the full report
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Your world, securedExperience the transformative power of zero trust.




The Zscaler Difference
The Zscaler DifferenceExperience the World’s Largest Security Cloud
Customer Success Stories
Analyst Recognition
Machine Learning and AI at Zscaler
Reduce Your Carbon Footprint



Zero Trust Fundamentals
Zero Trust FundamentalsWhat Is Zero Trust?
What Is Security Service Edge (SSE)?
What Is Secure Access Service Edge (SASE)?
What Is Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA)?
What Is Secure Web Gateway (SWG)?
What Is Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB)?
What Is Cloud Native Application Protection Platform (CNAPP)?
Zero Trust Resources
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Secure Your UsersProvide users with seamless, secure, reliable access to applications and data.
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Secure Your WorkloadsBuild and run secure cloud apps, enable zero trust cloud connectivity, and protect workloads from data center to cloud.
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Secure Your IoT and OTProvide zero trust connectivity for IoT and OT devices and secure remote access to OT systems.





Products
ProductsTransform your organization with 100% cloud native services
Secure Internet Access (ZIA)
Secure Private Access (ZPA)
Digital Experience (ZDX)
Data Protection (CASB/DLP)
Posture Control



Solution Areas
Solution AreasPropel your business with zero trust solutions that secure and connect your resources
Cyberthreat Protection
Data Protection
Zero Trust Networking
Business Analytics
VPN Alternative
Zero Trust SASE
Accelerate M&A Integration
Optimize Digital Experiences
Zero Trust SD-WAN
Zero Trust Cloud Connectivity
Zero Trust for IoT/OT
Find a Product or Solution
Partner IntegrationsIndustry and Market Solutions






Platform

Zero Trust Exchange PlatformLearn how Zscaler delivers zero trust with a cloud native platform that is the world’s largest security cloud
Zero Trust Exchange PlatformTitle Link
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Transform with Zero Trust Architecture
Transform with Zero Trust ArchitecturePropel your transformation journey
Secure Digital Transformation
Network Transformation
Application Transformation
Security Transformation



Secure Your Business Goals
Secure Your Business GoalsAchieve your business and IT initiatives
Ensure Secure Business Continuity
Accelerate M&A and Divestitures
Recession-Proof Your Enterprise
Secure Your Hybrid Workforce
Download Zscaler Client Connector
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Learn, connect, and get support.
Explore tools and resources to accelerate your transformation and secure your world
Learn, connect, and get support.Title Link
Amplifying the voices of real-world digital and zero trust pioneers
Visit now
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Resource Center
Resource CenterStay up to date on best practices
Resource Library
Blog
Customer Success Stories
Webinars
Zpedia



Events & Trainings
Events & TrainingsFind programs, certifications, and events
Upcoming Events
Zenith Live
Zscaler Academy



Security Research & Services
Security Research & ServicesGet research and insights at your fingertips
ThreatLabz Analytics





Tools
ToolsTools designed for you
Security Preview
Security and Risk Assessment
Security Advisory Updates
Disclose a Vulnerability
Executive Insights App
Ransomware Protection ROI Calculator



Community & Support
Community & SupportConnect and find support
Customer Success Center
Zenith Community
CXO REvolutionaries
Zscaler Help Portal
Explore the latest Zscaler Innovations



Industry & Market Solutions
Industry & Market SolutionsSee solutions for your industry and country
Public Sector
Healthcare
Financial Services
Education
See all
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Company

About ZscalerDiscover how it began and where it’s going

PartnersMeet our partners and explore system integrators and technology alliances

News & AnnouncementsStay up to date with the latest news

Leadership TeamMeet our management team

Partner IntegrationsExplore best-in-class partner integrations to help you accelerate digital transformation

Investor RelationsSee news, stock information, and quarterly reports

Environmental, Social & GovernanceLearn about our ESG approach

CareersJoin our mission

Press CenterFind everything you need to cover Zscaler

ComplianceUnderstand our adherence to rigorous standards

Zenith VenturesUnderstand our adherence to rigorous standards
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Zero Trust App Access
Stop Cyberattacks
Protect Data
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	Company:Sandvik Group
	Industry:Manufacturing
	HQ:Stockholm, Sweden
	Size:35,000 employees at nearly 600 sites in 140 countries


Background

Sandvik Group is a global high-tech and engineering company. Founded in 1862, Sandvik holds approximately 6,000 active patents in industrial tools and tooling, mining and construction equipment, and advanced stainless steel and special alloys.


Challenge

Establish zero trust network access rapidly and smoothly to enable WFA transformation


Products
	Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange™
	Zscaler Internet Access™ (ZIA™)
	Zscaler Private Access™ (ZPA™)



Outcomes
Transitioned 20,000 global employees to WFA zero trust app access in under five days,Minimizes attack surfaces and access barriers by reducing VPNs,Significantly improves user experiences,Reduces time spent configuring security connectors from over an hour to seconds,Effectively segments network access using policy-based tools to speed performance,Uncovers and protects applications previously unknown to corporate IT


Outcomes
	Transitioned 20,000 global employees to WFA zero trust app access in under five days
	Minimizes attack surfaces and access barriers by reducing VPNs
	Significantly improves user experiences
	Reduces time spent configuring security connectors from over an hour to seconds
	Effectively segments network access using policy-based tools to speed performance
	Uncovers and protects applications previously unknown to corporate IT
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Michael Alvmarken
Service Manager for Cybersecurity and Technology, Sandvik
In less than five days, we smoothly, safely and cost-effectively transitioned 20,000 employees to WFA by replacing VPNs with Zscaler’s zero trust network access solution.














Customer Case Study









VPN falls short for security and user productivity 
For the Sandvik Group, even before the COVID-19 pandemic changed everything, the traditional virtual private network (VPN) approach to connecting and securing remote workers was becoming a significant challenge. 


“At any given time, we have almost 20,000 users accessing our applications, which includes our employees plus contractors, consultants, and vendors,” explained Michael Alvmarken, Service Manager for Cybersecurity and Technology, at Stockholm-headquartered Sandvik Group. “Prior to the pandemic, VPN technology was increasingly insufficient for supplying secure connections that encouraged productivity. When the pandemic required sending most of our workforce remote almost overnight, we needed to modernize immediately.”







Embracing zero trust with Zscaler 
Although Sandvik had relied on VPNs for decades, the technology increasingly caused productivity and user experience hurdles. “VPNs are a network-centric technology that hasn’t evolved much since it was introduced,” said Alvmarken. “Putting up access barriers causes users to consider shortcuts. We wanted to adopt a technology that removed connectivity hurdles and reduced attack surfaces to improve our security posture.” 


Having previously partnered with Zscaler to start implementing a zero trust strategy, Sandvik sought to expand upon its recently deployed cybersecurity innovations. This led the engineering firm to conduct a proof of value (POV) with cloud-driven Zscaler Private Access (ZPA).


Then the pandemic hit. “Fortunately, when management informed us that we needed to prepare for the COVID-19 work-from-anywhere [WFA] transformation, we already knew Zscaler Private Access provided us with a smart, safe and scalable solution for addressing our various VPN concerns,” said Alvmarken. 


Alvmarken’s team quickly tested ZPA over a weekend with 30 users. “Everything went completely smoothly,” he said. “We extended our partnership with Zscaler to add ZPA and launched globally five days after that, meeting our corporate deadline for enabling all of our employees to work safely during the pandemic.”







It doesn’t really matter where an application resides, whether on premises or in the cloud, ZPA adapted to our IT environment.
- Michael Alvmarken, Service Manager for Cybersecurity and Technology, Sandvik










Zero attack surfaces in a holistic WFA security environment
Using ZPA, Sandvik can provide seamless, secure, VPN-free access for private applications running on public clouds and within its data center. By adding ZPA to its existing deployment of Zscaler Internet Access (ZIA), Sandvik established a holistic WFA zero trust security environment called the Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange platform. ZIA enables remote workers to access SaaS applications and the internet, complimenting private-access ZPA. 


“In addition to creating attack surfaces, VPNs are also notorious for permitting bad actors to get inside undetected,” said Alvmarken. “Once in, threats move around at will—with many companies learning the hard way that it can take a long time before they’re found.” 


What’s more, deploying ZPA ensures neither networks nor applications are ever exposed to the internet. This makes all Sandvik’s infrastructure completely invisible to unauthorized users, while still granting authorized users least-privileged access.







Protecting any application, anywhere, on any device
A cloud-delivered zero trust network access (ZTNA) strategy using ZPA provides Sandvik with support for both managed and unmanaged devices as well as any private application, not just web apps. 


The Zscaler solution accomplishes its mission using two lightweight applications. The first, called Client Connector, is deployed on client devices. The second, App Connector, is deployed to applications, which can range from a company’s entire presence on a public cloud to only specific software systems.


“It didn’t really matter where an application resided, whether on premise or in the cloud, ZPA adapted to our situation,” said Alvmarken. “We built out our ZPA environment really quickly and, at the same time, segmented applications appropriately.” 


Segmenting access gives Sandvik the ability to automate and control user connections while simultaneously speeding application logins. ZPA enables this by creating TLS-based encrypted micro-tunnels every time a user attempts to access an application, increasing security for sensitive data while also ensuring traffic takes the fastest path. 







User response to Zscaler has been overwhelmingly positive, which is a big win for our employees and our security posture.
- Michael Alvmarken, Service Manager for Cybersecurity and Technology, Sandvik










Configuration tasks slashed from hours to seconds
According to Alvmarken, the company is also impressed with the simplicity, flexibility, and scalability of ZPA. On the application side, Sandvik rapidly adjusted the number of App Connectors to enhance user experiences. “We started with two App Connectors, giving users access to the applications they needed most,” Alvmarken said. “On our rollout’s first day we discovered we needed more App Connectors to achieve the performance and segmentation we wanted, so we added more.


“Adding connectors is so much simpler than deploying VPN gateways, there’s just no comparison,” Alvmarken added. “Configuring a virtual VPN gateway takes over an hour. Deploying an App Connector takes seconds.” 




As Sandvik’s implementation continued, the IT team scaled out App Connectors to place them in geographic proximity to users. “For example, we deployed App Connectors to Microsoft Azure by region, which ensured users were connecting over the shortest distance,” said Alvmarken. “Doing so further reduced latency and improved performance.”







Revealing undiscovered applications
Obtaining granular visibility into applications and their utilization proved another game-changer for Sandvik. “ZPA enables us to see every application in our environment, including who is accessing them,” Alvmarken said. “We also gain other valuable data for generating analytics insights.” 


What’s more, the solution’s intuitive dashboard reveals previously undiscovered internal applications running on-prem or in a public cloud. “The ZPA environment displays all of the applications it discovers,” Alvmarken said. “This significantly improved our visibility into what applications we needed to protect, and which users needed access to them.”


Combining this visibility with the customizable policy tools built into ZPA enables enterprises like Sandvik to set and enforce granular policies for discovered applications to ensure least-privilege access. Such control, along with the Zscaler platform’s other capabilities, minimizes exposure and reduces attack surfaces. “ZPA’s visibility and control are real eye-openers as well as excellent contributors to lowering risk,” said Alvmarken.







[ZPA] significantly improved our visibility into what applications we needed to protect, and which users needed access to them.
- Michael Alvmarken, Service Manager for Cybersecurity and Technology, Sandvik










Streamlined access delights users, enables M&A growth
Moving forward, Sandvik will consider other Zscaler options for improving zero trust network access. Meanwhile, the company intends to fully leverage ZPA features, including capabilities for smoothing corporate acquisitions. 


No matter what new initiatives come next, Sandvik’s successful ZPA deployment eliminated access hurdles imposed by VPNs, resulting in exceptionally positive user responses. “We received comments such as: ‘Wow, we don’t have to log into the VPN!?! That’s amazing,’” recalled Alvmarken. “Users repeatedly called our new approach lightning-fast.” 


“It’s all a big win for our employees, our company productivity and for our security posture,” he added.







Staying competitive in uncertain times 
Anticipating the worldwide impacts of COVID-19, Sandvik rapidly transformed its workforce to a secure, high-performance, zero trust WFA model. Leveraging the Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange platform, it kept global lines of business running smoothly while keeping productivity and profitability high.
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Intelligent CISO: How Sandvik managed the shift to a Zero Trust framework
 Read the Media Article


Digital transformation to keep users productive and secure
Watch the Video


3 reasons to leave your VPN behind and embrace zero trust
 Watch the Webinar
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Zscaler is universally recognized as the leader in zero trust. Leveraging the largest security cloud on the planet, Zscaler anticipates, secures, and simplifies the experience of doing business for the world's most established companies.
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